
There is no such thing as 'cancer'
Introduction

Let's briefly review the stories we are told about this disease.

· DNA damaged by carcinogen
· Cells begin dividing out of control
· Cancer cells spread

Carcinogens

Galen Windsor ingested uranium, with no ill effects.

Because I’ve been eating this on lecture tour for two years, the state of Washington felt it
necessary to confiscate my uranium samples so that I would be safe.

If a radioactive substance like uranium causes no harm, then how valid are the other stories of
'carcinogens'.

Cell division

We are not made out of cells. Yes there are red blood cells, but our lungs, liver etc. are not made
up of little 'mini organisms' with a membrane and a nucleus.

The 'cells' which you see when you look at your saliva under a microscope are bacteria, mixed in
with the scrapings/flakes from the inside of your mouth.

Notice in this picture or this one or this or this picture, that some of the supposed nuclei (small
blue circles) don't seem to be part of any cell?

That's because they are not nuclei, but bacteria.

Plant cells exist and for good reason. Plants need the structure given by the cell walls. But
animals have skeletons, our muscles and tissues are attached to a solid framework. There is no
reason for us to be made of cells.

They never show you any use of so-called phase contrast microscopy. They don't show you the
supposed stem cells, or anything else which might actually prove their cell biology.

They attempt to trick you, by presenting the bacteria in your mouth as being 'cheek cells'...

The pictures doctors show you of cancer cells, are cartoons.

Metastasis

http://www.physiciansforcivildefense.org/2014/06/11/the-nuclear-scare-scam-galen-winsor/
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=cheek+cells&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjC9_fzpYHTAhVBuRQKHUYLBS0Q_AUICCgB&biw=1280&bih=621#q=cheek+cells&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CT3gy73VhzC0Ijj5E07PRseDpSnoIzKlPxTCJcTGpqDTrkb3Ev7bOny95CYiAyHew_18Tp9iyuvkz3dSBNiGjR2rhpioSCfkTTs9Gx4OlEZi9vN7LFK2kKhIJKegjMqU_1FMIRP55bQ-QHEJQqEgklxMamoNOuRhGcdCrkPRGGhCoSCfcS_1ts6fL3kEQggHxsGMvhnKhIJJiIDId7D_1xMRh9X7CZb6AvwqEgmn2LK6-TPd1B
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https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/6f/8e/37/6f8e374f67836275069fec20d23ffffe.jpg


And what about the stories of cancer cells 'spreading through the body'?

According to this article, blood vessels are one of two ways in which cancer cells travel.

One might therefore expect an increase in hypertension amongst cancer patients, this actually
does happen, but it's caused by the toxic chemotherapy.

That same article shows this picture as an example of how a cancer cell enters an area of the
body.

So are we supposed to believe that the cell injects itself into the tissue?

Does the cell somehow inject the 'damaged DNA' into other cells?

The second scenario is through the lymphatic system. This system supposedly carries white
blood cells around the body.

The lymphatic system does not exist.

Lymph fluid, according to Wikipedia, looks like this.

So where are the videos of people leaking this white liquid after being shot or injured?

Why is there no sign of this white fluid on any of the pictures of corpses that fill the internet?

Conclusion

Cancer is euthanasia. The 'treatment' for this non-existent disease, namely chemotherapy, is what
kills people. This is why those involved in chemo-spills have to treat it as a biohazard..
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Are you the guy that also said DNA doesn't exist?
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Indeed. Same guy.
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level 1
RexErection
10 points · 2 years ago

"We are not made out of cells"

Are you retarded? Seriously this is basic high school biology. If cells don't exist it wouldn't even
be possible to evolve and reproduce, plus you're implying that microbiology doesn't even exist at
all then. Further more cancer is in fact a real thing, my mother had cancer and survived so for
people like you to say this, fuck you.

I'm usually open to all conspiracy theories on this subreddit but this by far is the worst ones I've
ever seen. Go read up on biology.

level 2
jollyberries
9 points · 2 years ago

Most conspiracies start with uneducated people who think they know more than they know, and
jump to conclusions with cognitive bias in place.

level 2
Spider__Jerusalem
3 points · 2 years ago · edited 2 years ago

Go read up on biology.

This is the new breed of conspiracy theory, a complete rejection of science and everything we've
done since the Enlightenment. This is how the elites are going to take us back to the Dark Ages.
Failing school systems gives us people with uninquisitive minds that lack critical thinking skills
who find information on the Internet that fills in the blanks with bullshit that reinforces beliefs
that make the people feel good about themselves. One day when all of civilization is completely
stupefied, when we're entirely dependent on our electronic brains to Google all the answers, the
elites will turn the Internet off and the people will have no clue which way is up.

Also, all of this, be it Flat Earth, Mandela Effect, the belief that biology is fake and we humans
are something different from other animals, all of it is about making us, and by extension the
individual, the center of attention. Increasing alienation from a modern, technologically
advanced society has left people feeling as though they lack meaning, all of these conspiracy
theories we're discussing pertaining to a false reality, or the true nature of existence, put us at the
center of something much larger and emphasize our importance. Notice none of these theories
suggests the universe is chaos, flying apart in all directions as we're hurtling into infinity. Instead
these beliefs organize the world in a way that reassures us everything makes sense and has a
purpose, that suggests only what we can experience ourselves is real, that "We're on a Flat Earth
where we are at the center of the universe, we are all there is," or "Reality is a 'Matrix,' a
simulation for me to explore."
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In short, there are real conspiracies, this bullshit that rejects science, logic, reason, this is all
meant to discredit us and to turn this community and the rest of the world into drooling idiots.

level 3
[deleted]
2 points · 2 years ago

Just like the old earth centric universe model. The original conspiracy was keeping the earth the
center of the universe with the Elites of the time suppressing the scientific knowledge

level 1
jollyberries
4 points · 2 years ago

Hmmm...only how do you explain the people that go through chemo and beat cancer because of
it?

level 2
Edogawa1983
12 points · 2 years ago

they don't have cancer in the first place and just survived chemo..

playing devil's advocate..

level 3
jollyberries
-4 points · 2 years ago

Or devil's idiot...that's not how any of this works

level 4
Edogawa1983
4 points · 2 years ago

no shit Sherlock.

level 5
[deleted]
1 point · 2 years ago

That's Dr. Sherlock to you sir
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I had cancer and had surgery, chemo, and radiation. If cancer isn't real what did I have?

level 2
Dessiia
2 points · 2 years ago

Thats what i was also wondering about.

level 1
tinylilzikababyhead
2 points · 2 years ago

GAS LIGHTING.

level 1
chickyrogue
4 points · 2 years ago · edited 2 years ago

interesting analysis

i beleive a strong willed mind can cure all [and not through "religion"] just sacred geometry

negative points for sacred geometry wow ignorant crowd of "regulars" today

level 2
Comment deleted by user2 years ago
level 3
chickyrogue
3 points · 2 years ago

nlpe not organized in the sense of religion

just organized as in the fabric of life itself & our quantum universe at large

level 4
Comment deleted by user2 years ago
level 5
chickyrogue
1 point · 2 years ago

religion is an internal provess

level 6
Comment deleted by user2 years ago
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chickyrogue
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1 point · 2 years ago

to each their own

i cant say what works for them see

its like downvoting whom am i to judge your words

level 2
factsnotfeelings
-1 points · 2 years ago

there is a claim/rumour that fruit kept under pyramids stay fresh slightly longer, this video is an
example.

I wonder whether there would be any health benefits to living in a house shaped like a pyramid,
instead of a cube...

level 3
chickyrogue
2 points · 2 years ago

there is a sacred optimum shape for living quarters i wanna say hexagonal but someone who
knows these things should offer the real one if i am wrong [dodeca hedron or something like that
;0]

but folks do live in these for this very reason of balance of energies

level 3
elcad
3 points · 2 years ago

That was my science fair project in elementary school. Fruit rotted just as fast. I could not come
up with a way to measure the razor blades sharpness though.

level 1
Comment removed by moderator2 years ago
level 2
JamesColesPardon
1 point · 2 years ago

Removed. Rule 10.
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Fair enough, though I deliberately avoided the 's' word...

level 4
JamesColesPardon
1 point · 2 years ago

Exactly.

level 1
xcasandraXspenderx
1 point · 2 years ago

My mother died a terrible and swift death from cancer. I assure you it is very real. Saying
otherwise is ignoring the trauma that cancer causes.

Spreading false medical information is dangerous and it takes advantage of desperate people.
We're not in a faith healing tent so get out of here with that rambling

level 1
Comment removed by moderator2 years ago
level 2
andywarhaul
3 points · 2 years ago

So why don't you download it then if you're going to spam it everywhere. You seem really
concerned about it so why don't you download it for us and start posting the contents?
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